The first reference for a preliminary ruling of the European Court of Justice (CJEU) regarding the interpretation of the Rome III Regulation is pending.7 The case covers two of the most debated subjects concerning the Rome III Regulation: (1) whether the recognition of a “private divorce” obtained abroad falls within the scope of application of the Rome III Regulation and, in the event of an affirmative answer, (2) how to precisely interpret Article 10 Rome III Regulation. Those two questions often occur together. In the following text, I will deal with both of them in the aforesaid order.

I. Are “private divorces” obtained in a third country recognizable?

1. What is a “private divorce”?

“Private divorce” refers to the ex nunc dissolution of a marriage that does not require a state authority to be involved. Many EU Member States exclude the possibility to divorce without an involvement of a state authority, commonly a court. For instance, German, English and Austrian law require a divorce to be declared by a state court.8 Whether and to what extent a court decision is necessary is a question of procedure. The Rome III Regulation only deals with the applicable law (on separation and divorce). Thus, the Regulation does not preclude but neither does prescribe a certain court proceeding.9

To distinguish a “private divorce” from a “public divorce” can be difficult. Some legal systems do not require a court to decide. Instead, they allow a (consensual) divorce proceeding in front of a notary or another public authority.10 The Rome III regulation explicitly states that those divorces are treated as a “public divorce” by a court (Article 3(2) Rome III Regulation).11 The delineation to a “private divorce”, nevertheless, can be blurred, whenever the dissolution of the marriage does not depend on a state decision. This is especially the case whenever a public authority has to register the divorce and it remains unclear to what extent this registration is constitutive for the divorce. For instance, in France,12 since 2017 a court proceeding is no longer required in certain cases of consensual divorce. The spouses and their attorney have to sign a mutual declaration and a notary has to register that document. Similarly, the Italian divorce law of 2015 provides for divorce by mutual consent in the way that the spouses have to sign an agreement in the presence of their attorneys. Afterwards, the public attorney has the possibility to declare the divorce invalid for reasons of substantive law. The dissolution of the marriage has to be communicated to the civil register but the registration is not constitutive. Those divorces are not regarded as “private” as long as the state or the authority involved still scrutinizes the facts of the case.
and the legal background and has the final decision about the dissolution of the marriage.

This article will not deal with the concrete definition of a private divorce in those difficult cases. To analyse whether private divorces in general fall within the scope of application of the Rome III Regulation, I will focus on those divorces which are clearly “private”, i.e. a divorce which is dissolved by the spouses’ mere declaration or agreement. Furthermore, whenever a religious authority (Sharia Court etc.) issues a divorce, the divorce remains a “private” one as long as that authority is not recognized by state law as a public authority.16

2. Relevance in the context of “Recognition” or “Acceptance” by conflict of laws

The discussion regarding the extent to which a private divorce can be relevant within the EU has to be put in context. If a Member State requires a court proceeding for the dissolution of a marriage, the question is of no relevance: The question is one of procedural nature, depending on the lex fori, a court has to be seized. Jurisdiction follows the rules of the Brussels IIa Regulation15 or domestic procedural law. The court will then use the Rome III Regulation to determine the lex causae. It is irrelevant whether said lex causae requires a court proceeding or not.16

The discussion becomes central in the context of a private divorce obtained abroad. In order to have this divorce produce effects in a Member State that does not know private divorces, the parties have to seek the “acceptance” or “recognition” of the divorce.

a) Recognition and procedural autonomy of the Member States

Whenever the Member State provides a special proceeding for the recognition of a private divorce, e.g. the recognition of a civil status registration, or a special court proceeding,17 the recognition is a question of procedural law. The EU has not harmonized proceedings to recognize private divorces: Brussels IIa covers only the recognition of “public divorces” and Rome III covers only the law applicable to divorce. Thus, the principle of procedural autonomy of the Member States applies, giving prevalence to special national proceedings.

b) “Acceptance” by conflict of laws

If, on the other hand, a Member State does not provide for a special proceeding to recognize a private divorce obtained abroad, it is possible that the Member State follows the approach of “recognition” or “acceptance by conflict of laws”. Using those terms, I refer to a concept which, e.g. is known in Germany for dealing with a change of status abroad. No specific procedural rule of recognition exists in Germany. The question of the validity of a status change can occur as a preliminary question or main question. National authorities then must determine which law is applicable to the status change (e.g. the divorce) abroad to determine its validity requirements.18 If those requirements are fulfilled according to the lex causae determined by the domestic conflict of laws system, the dissolution of the marriage will be ‘recognized’ or ‘accepted’ (of course, provided it does not violate the forum’s public policy). In that context, the question arises as to whether a national authority is obliged to apply the Rome III Regulation to determine the law applicable when determining the requirements for the divorce. In general, the principles of effectiveness and equivalence speak for the application of the Rome III Regulation. While a Member State has no obligation to introduce such an approach to “acceptance”, they are supposed to use the EU conflict of laws rules whenever they usually apply a conflict of laws rule and the scope of application of a harmonized rule is open.19 Therefore, only if an interpretation of Rome III comes to the conclusion that it excludes “private divorces”, is the regulation not applicable to the question of “acceptance” under conflict of laws.

3. Scope of application of the Rome III Regulation regarding private divorces

a) Wording

The wording of the Rome III Regulation seems to exclude private divorces.20 The Regulation is based on the assumption that divorces always involve a public authority: The Regulation refers several times to “the time the court is seized” (e.g. Article 5 (2); Article 6 (2); Article 8 (a), (b), (c), (d) and “the law of the forum” (e.g. Article 5 (1) (d);
Article 5 (3). Article 3 furthermore explains that “court” can also include other state authorities with jurisdiction but no other private institutions. Moreover, one reason to harmonize the international divorce law in the EU was the intention to diminish “forum” shopping. Thus, the drafters of the Regulation assumed that Rome III would primarily apply to divorces obtained through a court.

b) History

Nevertheless, the weight of the wording of the Regulation should not be overestimated. The Regulation’s apparent limitation to proceedings involving a court descends from its early stages. Originally, Rome III was supposed to adjust and amend the existing Brussels IIa Regulation. Brussels IIa only deals with procedural matters, especially jurisdiction and recognition/enforcement. The drafters of Rome III initially intended to harmonize the jurisdiction together with the applicable law. Thus, there was no need to deal with private divorces. After it became clear that such an adjustment of the Brussels IIa Regulation would fail, the wording of the aforementioned provisions remained unchanged. Whether private divorces are included was never explicitly discussed, neither was the concept of “acceptance” or “recognition by conflict of laws”.

On the other hand, there were extensive discussions regarding the possibility and problem of having an Islamic law lex causae. Islamic law and the possibility of dissolving a marriage by unilateral declaration is a classic example of a private divorce. That supports the view that Rome III does not exclude private divorces a priori. Thus, wording and history leave unanswered whether Rome III does apply to divorces by a non-state authority.

c) Purpose

The purpose of the Rome III Regulation to broadly harmonize conflict of laws rules in the EU supports a comprehensive understanding of the Regulation’s scope of application: The harmonization aims at the prevention of “limping status”, here divorces. A divorce not obtained in a court proceeding does not produce a court decision which can be recognized by the Brussels IIa Regulation. Thus, such a divorce is even more vulnerable to resulting in a limping divorce. Harmonizing the law applicable with no regard to the nature of the divorce proceeding helps to reduce the number of limping divorces.

4. First Conclusion

Member States that provide a special proceeding to recognize “private divorces” are not obliged to apply the Rome III Regulation on the recognition of a private divorce.

A Member State that does not have a special recognition proceeding but usually “recognizes” or “accepts” foreign divorces by conflict of law, instead, has to apply the Rome III Regulation. The Regulation does not explicitly exclude it. The purpose of harmonizing the applicable law broadly and comprehensively supports an inclusion of private divorces as long as the procedural autonomy of the Member States does not take precedence.

II. Does Article 10 Rome III Regulation (second option) exclude the application of Islamic Law?

Article 10 provides a special referral to the lex fori in two cases. I will focus on the second and probably more debated one. A court has to apply the lex fori if the lex causae is discriminatory. One reason for that debate is that the concrete interpretation of Article 10 Rome III confronts scholars with fundamental questions of purpose and nature of Private International Law today and in the EU.

1. Description of the problem

According to Article 10, the lex fori must be applied instead of the lex causae if the lex causae “does not grant one of the spouses equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex.” The rule is aimed at family law systems where a divorce can be obtained by the husband’s unilateral declaration. The concept of talaq in traditional Islamic law and the concept of ghet in traditional Mosaic Law constitute such a divorce possibility. The traditional talaq results in the dissolution of a marriage if the husband
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declares three times that he wants the marriage to be dissolved. Many Islamic or Mosaic law-based legal systems today ensure (e.g. by additional procedural regulation) that in the concrete case the wife’s rights are preserved. Still, the substantive law originating from Islamic law often makes a distinction between the possibilities of divorce on the grounds of the spouses’ sex. Often only the husband can declare the dissolution of the marriage.

In cases of clear discrimination, for instance, a case of divorce by the husband without his wife’s consent or even consultation, there is no doubt that Article 10 Rome III applies. A court must not apply the discriminatory foreign rule but the lex fori instead, protecting the interests of both spouses equally.

Unclear, on the other hand, are situations where the wife actually wants the husband to divorce her or where the requirements for a divorce under the lex fori are also met. In these cases the concrete application of the foreign law does not result in a discrimination. Scholars, thus, claim that Article 10 Rome III should only apply in cases of a (real) concrete discrimination of the spouse, classifying the rule as a specific version of the public policy exception, i.e. a rule that blocks the application of the lex causae in exceptional cases. Other scholars regard the rule as a conflict of laws rule “with a substantive flavour” or as some kind of international mandatory rule.

After a short overview of background and context of Article 10 Rome III and an evaluation of the arguments supporting both views, I come to the conclusion that Article 10 Rome III is not only a special case of public policy exception. Thus, the rule does not fit into the usual instruments of traditional Private International Law. Instead, the rule is a good example of the changed understanding and purpose of EU Private International Law that follows concrete substantive goals and policies other than those of traditional Private International Law.

2. Reference(s) to the CJEU and national decisions

As mentioned above, the question as to whether Article 10 Rome III only applies in cases of concrete discrimination was referred to the CJEU in 2015 by a German court. In contrast, a Spanish court applied Article 10 Rome III without discussion, only abstractly focusing on the different treatment of wife and husband, as the courts did in former times for reasons of public policy. In 2016, the CJEU declared the request to be inadmissible for reasons of obvious lack of jurisdiction. It will probably decide on the issue again as the referring court repeated the referral. The interpretation, therefore, remains an open issue.

3. Background of Article 10 Rome III (second option)

The overall purpose and background of Article 10 Rome III are clear: to protect the fundamental value of equality between man and woman and prohibit any discrimination on the grounds of sex. Rome III provides universal conflict of laws rules. Thus, the content of the law applicable is unpredictable in advance. The drafters of the Regulation were concerned that a referral could lead to the application of religious, discriminatory law. Modelled after Article 107.2.2 lit. e Código Civil (Spain) and Article 10 Rome III provides an explicit prohibition of the application of such a discriminatory law with the intention of convincing the more concerned Member States to support the Regulation. The rule, therefore, is supposed to give protection beyond the usual devices of conflict of laws to maintain substantive values (esp. the public policy exception).

4. Arguments supporting a concrete understanding of Article 10 Rome III

a) Avoidance of discrimination

What primarily speaks against an abstract evaluation of the foreign lex causae is the overall purpose of the rule: The rule intends to prevent the discrimination of one of the
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spouses. So, it seems contradictory to force a person to remain in a marriage even though s/he wants to be divorced and the divorce is possible under the applicable law. At least in a case of a consensual *talaq*, meaning that husband and wife agree and the unilateral dissolution of the marriage is the easiest or most efficient way, the rejection of Islamic law is not actually discriminatory to the wife.59

b) Recital 24: “certain situations”

A concrete, situation-based understanding of Article 10 Rome III is supported by recital 24:62 Article 10 Rome III only applies in “certain situations” according to recital 24. Thus, the recital refers to a concrete situation, not a legal system as such.63 On the other hand, a recital is not a rule and the rule does not reflect a limitation on “certain situations” but has the foreign *lex causae* as object of scrutiny, i.e. the abstract rules.

c) Avoidance of “limping divorces”

The consequence of such an abstract scrutiny of the *lex causae* leads to a rejection of the majority of Islamic or Mosaic divorce laws.65 The application of the *lex fori*, instead, risks a rejection of the recognition of the divorce decision in the State of the *lex causae*, causing more “limping” divorces, i.e. divorces that are valid in one State and invalid in another.66 Private International Law in general tries exactly to prevent that situation by supplying abstract conflict of laws rules.67

d) Equality of legal systems

Additionally, one fundamental principle of traditional conflict of laws is the equality of all legal systems.68 Traditional conflict of laws only exceptionally rejects the *lex causae* in cases of unbearable results of its application (public policy exception). The EU uses the traditional conflict-of-laws-approach. Thus, within that approach, an abstract understanding of Article 10 Rome III is – at least – unusual.69

5. Arguments supporting an abstract understanding of Article 10 Rome III

a) Wording Article 10 versus Article 12 Rome III

Given that some scholars of the abovementioned opinion regard Article 10 Rome III as a special form of the public policy exception, such an understanding is not inevitable. A comparison of the wording of Article 12 Rome III (public policy exception) with Article 10 Rome III speaks against such an understanding. Article 12 is clearly drawn in a different way to Article 10 Rome III: Article 10 refers to situations where “the law applicable […] does not grant one of the spouses equal access”. Article 12, instead, refers to situations where “the application of a provision of the law” is incompatible with the public policy of the forum. Thus, the wording distinguishes between an evaluation of the rule itself (Article 10) and the application of such a rule (Article 12) and treats both cases differently.68 Both the public policy exception and Article 10 Rome III aim to protect certain fundamental, substantive values.70 To achieve that protection, the Article 10 wording focuses on the rule, hence its abstract content, and Article 12 focuses on the application of that rule, hence its concrete use in a certain case.71

b) Systematic review Article 10

A systematic review of Article 10 and Article 12 confirms the finding that Article 10 is not merely a specific, explicit version of the public policy exception. Article 12 follows Article 10. Usually, specific rules or exceptions to general rules follow the rule they deviate from, not *vice versa*. Furthermore, Article 10 forms part of a row of *leges speciales* to the general rules of Article 5: Article 6 and 7 and 9 treat the law applicable to special questions of the divorce, Article 8 handles the case where no choice of law (Article 5) took place. Article 9(2) and Article 6(2) provide special referrals if certain purposes of the Regulation cannot be achieved by applying the *lex causae*. Besides, Article 11 closes the chain of conflict of law rules by determining the sort of referral (exclusion of *renouvo*).72 Contrary to that, Article 12 and Article 13 do not provide referrals to a certain legal system. Both rules only give room to domestic values and leave the determination of the consequences to domestic law and the discretion of the judge.73 Thus, Article 10 Rome III is clearly not only drawn as a specific case of the public policy exception. Consequently, there is also no necessity to apply the rule corresponding to Article 12.
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c) Comparative and historical arguments

The aforementioned origins of the rule confirm an abstract reading. First, the Spanish rule from which it stems prohibited the application of abstractly discriminatory rules. Furthermore, Article 10 Rome III was explicitly enacted to impede misogynist law with a special focus on certain Islamic law provisions. Consequently, the drafters enacted to impede misogynist law with a special focus on the concrete, substantive values different from traditional Private International Law, not being more important than the interests of the individuals.

A comparison of national practises using the public policy exception in cases of talaq shows that several national courts had and have a tendency to not apply a lex causae that abstractly discriminates on grounds of one spouse’s sex, e.g. the French Cour de Cassation,65 the Austrian OGH and the Dutch Hoge Raad.66 Similarly, Italian courts regarded the discrimination of a wife as such a grave violation of Italian public policy that her consent to the reduction of the scope of application of Article 10 Rome III: the lex causae results in the actual discrimination of one of the spouses.67

Having said that, I come to the conclusion that Article 10 Rome III, should instead be read and applied literally without any reduction in concrete situations. Article 10 Rome III does not fit in the traditional conflict of laws system. The rule demonstrates a modern, changed and political modus operandi of EU Private International Law. It exemplifies the changed rule of Private International Law in the EU and the tendency to use it for the pursuit of concrete, substantive values different from traditional Private International Law values.

Therefore, even though, unfortunately from the point of view of traditional Private International Law, the courts have to apply the lex fori whenever there is an abstract distinction between men and women in the rules that distinction leads to discrimination. This changed purpose and intention leaves no room for a different interpretation de lege lata.
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7. Consequences: Determination of a discriminatory rule

The object of the analysis has to be the abstract rule instead of the concrete result of its application. Nevertheless, the assessment of whether there is actual discrimination should be handled restrictively. A judge should refrain from the temptation to use Article 10 Rome III quickly to evade the effort the application of foreign law can bring.

a) “Equal access” versus “identical access”

A restrictive interpretation of “equal access” to divorce is feasible: “Access” refers to the circumstances under which the spouses can start a divorce proceeding and reach the dissolution of the marriage. When determining those concrete circumstances, according to the aforementioned the court is not allowed to look at the facts of the case, but is limited to the concrete rules in question. “Equal access”, however, does not mean “identical” access. Thus, access to divorce can be regulated in different ways. Access is equal, still, if both spouses have equal opportunity to apply for a divorce and achieve the dissolution of the marriage. Again, result here does not refer to the facts of the case, but the legal rules that form part of the lex causae.

In general, the judge has to find the abstract rule that applies to the divorce and then compare it to rules that are provided for the spouse in the same legal system regarding the same situation (but vice versa regarding the sex). Article 10 Rome III applies only where the wife is not granted access to divorce under the same rules as apply to the husband in the very same situation.

b) Concrete examples

Access is clearly unequal if one of the spouses cannot initiate a divorce proceeding for reasons of his/her sex or only with higher burdens than is the case with the partner. The same applies to rules that give the husband a right to divorce for a certain reason but does not grant that right to the wife and vice versa.

On the other hand, a lex causae providing for divorce by unilateral declaration does not automatically constitute “unequal access” to the divorce proceeding: Access is still equal if both spouses have equal rights to initiate the proceedings and both have the equal opportunity to obtain a husband’s talaq declaration controlled by a judge. If a ghet rule provides that only the husband can initiate a divorce by handing over the divorce letter, there is unequal access. If the husband, instead, is only allowed to hand it over framed in a legal proceeding which can be initiated by husband and wife equally and where both have to consent to the ghet, equal access is not violated.

III. Conclusions

1. As long as a Member State provides special proceedings to recognize “private divorces”, the Rome III Regulation does not apply. Nevertheless, if a Member States does not have such a proceeding and usually “recognizes” or “accepts” foreign divorces under conflict of laws, it has to apply the Rome III Regulation.

2. Article 10 second option Rome III is an expression of a modern, changed and political modus operandi of EU Private International Law. Courts have to apply the lex fori whenever the lex causae abstractly distinguishes between men and women and that distinction leads to discrimination.

3. Courts have to evaluate the potentially discriminatory lex causae abstractly but restrictively to find out whether it provides “equal access” to divorce. The judge has to determine the abstract rule that applies to the divorce and then compare it to the rules that provide for the other spouse in the same legal system in the same situation vice versa. Access is not necessarily identical but is still equal if the lex causae grants the same opportunities to apply for divorce and to reach the dissolution of the marriage.
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